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**Abstract:** Extracellular matrix is a complex network of macromolecules that constitute a microenvironment of normal tissues and malignancies such as the primary brain tumor glioblastoma (GBM). The unique composition of the GBM ECM, compared with the brain, contributes to angiogenesis, invasion, and therapeutic resistance of GBM. On the other hand, components of tumor ECM and related aberrant signaling pathways offer opportunities for various therapeutic strategies that are under active investigations. Here we provide a comprehensive overview of emerging therapeutic approaches for GBM that target or utilize its unique ECM via antibodies or ligands, RNA interference, pharmacological agents and modification of ECM molecules. Furthermore, drug-loaded nanoparticles displaying ECM-directed antibodies or peptides enable tumor selective delivery of the payload. As an *in vitro* research platform, 3D tumor cell culture incorporating ECM can advance our understanding of tumor-ECM interactions.
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**Introduction**

Glioblastoma (GBM) is a primary brain tumor that is notorious as one of the most difficult cancers to treat. Standard therapies for GBM include surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy with alkylating agent temozolomide (TMZ). Still, with a 5-year survival rate of only 5%, it remains to be a devastating tumor [1]. The proliferative and highly invasive nature of the tumor cells and resistance to therapies make GBM management difficult and challenging. The extracellular matrix (ECM) is an intricate network made up of many multi-domain macromolecules organized in a tissue specific manner and is present in both normal and tumor tissue environments. The brain tumor ECM differs from the ECM of normal brain tissue, and supports the aggressive biology of brain neoplasms, thereby providing opportunities for GBM therapy. Whether the therapy involves antibodies against specific components in the ECM, RNA interference, physical modification of ECM components, enzymatic breakdown of ECM components, or tumor microenvironment modulation, each utilizes different properties of brain tumor ECM, and thus has varying mechanisms of action and levels of efficacy. The goal of this review is: (1) to overview the characteristics of brain tumor ECM and its components, and (2) to provide comprehensive summary of anti-GBM therapeutics approaches that utilize or target the GBM ECM.

**Brain ECM**

The brain ECM has several important features. Specifically, the brain ECM has the unique composition of a complex mixture of matrix molecules that include: glycoproteins-fibronectin, laminins, and tenascins, glycosaminoglycans represented by hyaluronic acid (HA, hyaluronan) and proteoglycans such as chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPG) [2] (Figure 1). Contribution of collagen to the brain ECM is limited, compared with other parts of the body, since the presence of collagen in the brain is restricted to blood vessels (the basement membrane) and the glia limitans in the brain. The main assembly of the adult brain ECM is believed to be a hyaluronan-lectican-tenascin-R-complex [3]. Physically, mature brain ECM is more flexible than tumor ECM. Brain ECM, however, plays more than a structural role in
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Brain tumor ECM

Brain tumor ECM shares many of the same components as mature adult brain ECM. Essentially all the common components of ECM including proteoglycans and proteins (laminins, fibronectin, or tenascins) influence the behavior of glioma cells (Figure 1). Collagens I, II, and IV are detected in basal lamina of tumor blood vessels. Glioma cells overexpress ECM components like HA, brevican, tenasin-C, fibronectin and thrombospondin as well as specific integrins and other receptors interacting with ECM components, which lead to adhesion and migration of glioma cells. Indeed, glioma cells can actively migrate using blood vessels or axons as guide paths through interaction with ECM. Witnessed in the tumor ECM is an alteration of HA levels, which increase as the malignancy of tumors increases. Fibronectin and HA promote the mobility and invasiveness of glioma cells. Brain tumors also show ECM-dependent metabolic activity [4]. Research using various assays has identified signals driven by ECM that shape phenotypes of the tumor. Furthermore, tumors trigger altered synthesis of proteins promoting degradation of the ECM at the invasive front of the tumor as well as an elevated synthesis of ECM components by normal tissues in the vicinity of the tumor. Glioma cells express specific integrins and other receptors interacting with ECM components including receptors not present in corresponding normal cells, which facilitates tumor cell migration and invasion. Thus, ECM in brain tumors plays a significant role in cell survival, proliferation, and differentiation processes in tumor growth, offering excellent opportu-

Figure 1. Extracellular matrix in brain and glioblastoma. Schematic presentation of relative abundance of a variety of extracellular matrix components in the brain (left) and glioblastoma (right).
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Figure 2. Tumor extracellular matrix reduces efficacy of anti-cancer therapies. Illustration shows the roles of extracellular matrix in serving as barriers to drug diffusion, nutritional supply, and immune cell migration.

Major components of the glioblastoma extracellular matrix

Tenascins

Tanascins glycoprotein family includes different types of tenascins: TN-C, TN-R, TN-W, and TN-X, but TN-C is the most prominent and active member in brain ECM [2]. TN-C is mainly involved in embryonic development, and less in later adulthood. TN-C can affect cell behavior in...
a multitude of ways. TN-C can either bind to integrins as its main receptor type to affect the cell directly, or it can act through binding to ECM molecules and affect the cell indirectly. TN-C can promote cell migration, angiogenesis, and proliferation, and mediate changes in constituents of brain ECM. TN-C is expressed at the highest concentrations in glioma cells compared to other types of cancer. TN-C is highly associated with blood vessels, which is beneficial to glioma cells because of their consistent need for nutrients available from the circulation. Amount of TN-C in tumor blood vessels is directly correlated with the malignancy of the tumors. Moreover, the alternatively spliced domains of TN-C are thought to have an important role in tumor cell migration [10]. Thus, TN-C contributes to the capability of glioma cells to invade into healthy parenchyma and make new tumor foci, the most fatal attribute of glioma, creating a significant challenge for therapeutic approaches.

Hyaluronic acid (HA)

Hyaluronic acid (Hyaluronan, HA) is a high molecular weight glycosaminoglycan, and is a common component of brain tumor ECM. HA plays a main structural role in the brain ECM and a significant role in the biology of tumors. Glioma cell migration is definitely affected by the presence and molecular weight of HA. High production of HA is associated with tumor progression, yet abnormally high levels of HA can potentially lead to opposite behavior. HA turnover is required for GBM tumor malignancy [14]. GBMs have more HA than lower grade astrocytomas, and HA plays a prominent role in the aggressive invasion of GBM cells.

3D bioengineered in vitro tumor models incorporating ECM

ECM engagement with integrin or CD44 receptors on cells can activate Src protein-tyrosine kinase. Bioengineered hydrogel biomaterials composed of HA and integrin binding sites based on the “RGD” adhesive tripeptide were developed to surround 3D cultured, patient-derived GBM cells [15]. In hydrogel cultures, HA-CD44 and RGD-integrin interactions acted together to drive chemotherapy resistance. Src activation was identified as a key signaling event mediating both chemotherapy resistance and invasive morphology. GBM cells in HA high hydrogels grew significantly better and were less responsive to alkylating chemotherapies than those cultured in low HA content hydrogels. When treated with TMZ or carmustine incorporation of RGD, additional protection against apoptosis was observed. Therapies targeting the downstream molecules of matrix mediated resistance, such as Src, may be beneficial to overcome resistance. Dasatinib can inhibit Src activation and promote apoptosis when given with TMZ chemotherapy, representing a potential therapeutic agent against GBM [15]. Therefore, hydrogel with HA offers a better tool for pre-clinical screening evaluation of therapeutic strategies than 2D culture methods.

Similarly, patient-derived tumor cells and tunable ECM microenvironmental scaffolds were combined to generate a 3D bioengineered brain tumor culture system [4]. This platform allowed live imaging of tumor cell behavior as well as studies of ECM-dependent phenotypes through transcriptomic and cytokine/MMPs
release profiling. Nanofibers can also mimic the topographical features of brain ECM and help in vitro studies to investigate the interactions of GBM cells and ECM [16].

**Therapeutic approaches that target brain tumor ECM**

As our knowledge accumulates that ECM overall promotes tumor malignant phenotypes, increasing efforts have been directed at developing novel therapeutic modalities that specifically target the ECM in GBM. Such approaches may have an inherent advantage since many ECM components are ubiquitously located throughout the tumor parenchyma. So far, most antitumor approaches with a focus on ECM have concentrated on ECM associated proteins rather than the actual structural components of the ECM. Strategies that have been translated to the clinical setting include inhibition of matrix-degrading metalloproteinases and integrin. Targeting of various structural ECM molecules can also facilitate other modalities of treatment such as immunotherapy. Here, we discuss therapeutic approaches that target brain tumor ECM by classifying them into: the deployment of antibodies, RNA interference, and drug therapies targeting ECM molecules and pathways; and modification of ECM components.

**Antibodies, peptide ligands and their anti-cancer drugs or radio-isotopes conjugates**

**Fibulin-3:** Because of its high enrichment in GBM and low expression in normal tissues, fibulin-3 is an appealing target to test anti-ECM strategies. The antibody mAb428.2 blocks the unique functional motif in fibulin-3 resulting in complete inhibition of its signaling functions in GBM cells [13]. This antibody has antitumor efficacy against GBM, making it the first example of a rationally developed, function-blocking antibody against a structural ECM protein and capable of inhibiting cancer signaling. mAb428.2 is one of the first antibodies that focuses on identifying and blocking signaling mechanisms that are triggered or regulated by ECM in GBM. By inhibiting pro-tumoral signaling, mAb428.2 increased tumor cell apoptosis, decreased vascularization, and showed efficacy against intracranial GBM after intravenous administration. The antibody also reduced GBM invasion in organotypic cultures of brain tissue, suggesting that it probably has a similar effect in vivo. Since fibulin-3 increases tumor invasion, apoptotic resistance, and vascularization of intracranial GBM via Notch and ADAM17/NF-kB activation, the effects of mAb428.2 match what would be expected from a widespread inhibition of fibulin-3 signaling in the tumor.

The tumoricidal effects of mAb428.2 may have some limitations. First, mAB428.2 may be restricted by its rapid clearance. Repeated injections may be necessary to maintain the level of mAb428.2 in the brain sufficient to elicit antitumor effects. Another limitation is the limited solubility of mAb428.2 in phosphate, which may hinder intratumoral accumulation. Despite these limitations, the mAb428.2 antibody effectively inhibited fibulin-3 signaling pathways and ultimately increased the rate of apoptosis in GBM cells and prevented tumor progression.

**Fibronectin:** Extra domain B (EDB) of fibronectin represents one of the most promising neo-vascular markers because it is present in the perivascular space of many aggressive solid tumors. Antibody L19-SIP was generated to specifically target the EDB domain of fibronectin in angiogenesis. Angiogenesis is the formation of new blood vessels from preexisting ones and is a typical feature of many malignant tumors like GBM. Intravascularly administered L19-SIP ends up targeting tumor vessels in a time and blood flow dependent manner. L19-SIP has selectivity for neo-angiogenic tumor vessels and extravasates into tumor interstitium in a secondary process, which leads to an optimal signal-to-noise ratio occurring in glioma models 4 hours after antibody application [17].

Tumors with a high angiogenic activity and a strong vascular turnover appear preferred L19-SIP targets, and it will bind to well-perfused tumor areas. Successful delivery of L19-SIP has been demonstrated as a radioimmunotherapy or a microvascular biodistribution study (**Figure 3**). Radioimmunotherapy with iodine-131 labeled L19-SIP to target the EDB domain of fibronectin showed efficacy, as the median survival rate of treated rats was significantly improved compared with that of the control group, indicating the activity of this antibody. Yet, to truly test the efficacy of L19-SIP and radioimmunotherapy, studies performed on
tumors of a substantial size would be advised. When used for microvascular biodistribution, L19-SIP represented a useful tool to specifically target tumor microvessels, making it a reasonable choice in targeting glioma [18]. In the case of therapy resistant tumor vessels, anti-angiogenic therapy might be used to change tumor hemodynamics with the potential to improve the microvascular binding process and efficacy of L19-SIP-mediated therapies.

**TN-C**: Targeting the ECM component TN-C, a member of the tenascin glycoprotein family, offers an alternative approach to targeting tumors. Splice isoforms of TN-C could be considered targets for antibody-based therapeutic strategies. Radiolabeled antibodies specific to domains A1 and D of TN-C have been tested in the clinic for the treatment of glioma and lymphoma. The anti-TN-C antibody SIP (F16), directed at domain A1, has been more successful than antibodies that target other tenasin proteins. This F16 antibody accumulated specifically at the tumor site and decreased tumor growth to a level that was comparable with the anti-fibronectin L19 antibody. However, since the F16 antibody does not cross-react with the murine isoform of domain A1 it fails to detect antigen expressed in mouse organs. Yet given the success of the L19 antibodies, pursuit of the F16 targeting TN-C might prove to be successful to target tumor cells of various cancers [19].

**Dual targeting of TN-C and EDB of fibronectin**: Based on the activity seen with antibodies against fibronectin and TN-C separately, therapies have been suggested at dual targeting both at the same time (Figure 3). Dual targeting with affinity ligands is a way of dealing with two critical issues of affinity targeting. Firstly, the number of molecules of any tumor-associated marker is limited, and secondly there is considerable inter and intratumoral heterogeneity in the expression of such markers. Simultaneous affinity targeting of multiple molecules is more advantageous over targeting one receptor at a time. Expression of tumor ECM is heterogeneous and multi-targeting may result in more uniform biodistribution of payloads. Dual targeting may alleviate issues related to the limited number of available receptors for affinity ligands, which is a major bottleneck in affinity ligands.
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ECM binding affinity ligands are compatible with targeting with intracellularly acting anticancer drugs. ECM binding antibody/ligands drug conjugates are able to efficiently release their drug payloads in the extracellular environment to exert a potential therapeutic activity. Treatment with systemic PL1, a novel bi-specific peptide targeting TN-C and fibronectin, significantly reduced tumor volume and increased the lifespan of tumor-bearing mice. Both EDB and TN-C are involved in regulating endothelial cell behavior and plasticity during tumor angiogenesis. It is thus possible to envision clinical development of PL1 based approaches for precise cancer drug delivery and a method to monitor the efficacy of anticancer interventions [20].

*Dual targeting of TN-C and neuropilin-1:* A new Ft peptide was synthesized by coupling FHK peptide, which has a high binding affinity with TN-C, and tLyp-1 peptide, which also has a motif with a high binding affinity for neuropilin-1, a transmembrane glycoprotein. The Ft peptide synergistically targets glioma-associated TN-C and neuropilin-1 on neovasculature to enable specific penetration of nanoparticles for anti-GBM treatment. Ft peptide functionalization facilitated deep penetration into 3D glioma spheroids in vitro. Upon intravenous injection, paclitaxel-loaded Ft nanoparticles induced higher cytotoxic effects and apoptosis rate through neuropilin-1 and TN-C mediated specific penetration of nanoparticles into glioma parenchyma in the brain [21].

*RNA interference delivery*

ECM components such as EDB upregulated in tumors can be utilized to effectively deliver RNA interference to the tumor as a therapeutic. Nanoparticles are a powerful tool used as a specific delivery vehicle that will facilitate the intracellular uptake and cytosolic delivery of RNAi agents. Development of aptamer-like peptide (aptide), a decorated liposomal nanoplatfrom, facilitates systemic small interfering RNA (siRNA) delivery. This aptide is composed of classic liposome structure with an aqueous core that can encapsulate therapeutic siRNA and hydrophilic polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains on the outer shell to prolong blood circulation. The surface-encoded aptide specifically recognizes the EDB of fibronectin that is overexpressed in glioma cells. Upon administration, these siRNA delivery nanoparticles target glioma cells and efficiently inhibit GBM tumor growth by silencing the expression of cyclophilin A (CypA), which is upregulated in brain cancer, showing the potential of RNA interference as a therapeutic modality. Capitalizing on the highly expressed EDB of fibronectin, this treatment used the siRNA, siCypA, to silence the expression of the cancer associated CypA to treat GBM. Although effective in theory, this therapy needs to address challenges such as sustained blood circulation, selective accumulation at the tumor site, and efficient tumor internalization, to increase efficacy. A new nano-platform should be created that improves blood circulation, while enhancing GBM targeting ability and intracellular siRNA delivery [22]. Clinically, RNA interference was applied by direct administration of a double stranded RNA with a sequence homologous to TN-C mRNA into gliomas in a cohort of 10 patients [23].

*Modification or modulation of ECM components*

Modification of the physical components of ECM is a relatively new area of research and could have value as therapeutic modalities for GBM. Modifying different components of ECM, like HA, tenascins, and fibronectin have each been tested preclinically with differing approaches and levels of efficacy.

*Enzymatic breakdown of HA:* Oncolytic virus is a replication competent anti-cancer virus that is able to kill cancer cells, as well as modify the tumor microenvironment. Genetically engineered oncolytic adenovirus is one of the most promising avenues for oncolytic virus anticancer therapies. A common problem with oncolytic adenoviruses is their inability to spread throughout tumor tissues. Degrading ECM with enzymes is a method that will improve the viral spread throughout the tumor mass. Hyaluronidase, an enzyme which selectively dissociates HA, proved to enhance the intratumoral distribution of an oncolytic adenovirus and improve its therapeutic activity [24, 25]. The abundant presence of HA in GBM tumors makes it a good target for enzymatic breakdown. Hyaluronidase facilitates penetration and decreases interstitial fluid pressure permitting anticancer agents to reach malignant cells. ICOVIR17 is a replication selective adeno-
virus armed with PH20, a soluble form of the human sperm hyaluronidase [24]. Treatment of orthotopic GBM xenografts with ICOVIR17 helped to mediate the destruction and degradation of HA in GBM ECM, which allowed for increased spread of virus within the tumor and superior antitumor efficacy [25].

In murine GBM in immunocompetent mice, treatment with ICOVIR17 increased tumor-infiltrating immune cells and increased animal survival. Tumor infiltrating macrophages were increased by ICOVIR15 virus not expressing hyaluronidase, and further increased by ICOVIR17. Low molecular weight HA-induced genes were driven by the NF-κB signaling pathway and transcripts of this pathway were increased in tumors after ICOVIR17 injections. GBM treatment with HA-degrading ICOVIR17 has a therapeutic effect in murine GBM along with increases in tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells, tumor-associated macrophages, and PD-L1 levels (Figure 4). These changes in the tumor microenvironment allowed ICOVIR17 to combine with anti-PD-1 antibody to help combat aggressive GBM. Thus, ICOVIR17-mediated degradation of HA within GBM enhances the immune response in the tumor microenvironment, and offers immunotherapy combined with PD-L1/PD-1 blockade [9].

**TN-C modulation:** Being one of the main glycoproteins in ECM, TN-C would be a great target for ECM modification due to its elevated levels in brain tumor ECM, and contribution to tumor cell proliferation, migration, invasion, and angiogenesis. TN-C loss-of-function increased GBM neurosphere cell adhesion without affecting the cell proliferation rate. In TN-C knockdown xenografts, blood density was low and lumens of blood vessels were enlarged, suggesting altered endothelial cell behavior in response to TN-C changes in the tumor microenvironment. Decreased TN-C in the tumor microenvironment modulated the behavior of tumor stromal cells and inhibited tumor invasion.

**Figure 4.** Hyaluronic acid targeted oncolytic virus therapy. Oncolytic adenovirus ICOVIR17 infects glioblastoma cells and induces expression of PH20 hyaluronidase. PH20 is secreted and degrades hyaluronic acid (HA) in the extracellular matrix. Immunogenic cell death triggered by ICOVIR17 and HA degradation result in activation of T cells and macrophages in the tumor microenvironment.
but increased tumor cell proliferation. TN-C knockdown cells were more sensitive to anti-proliferative strategies, which could ultimately lead to novel combinatory antitumor strategies that can target both tumor invasion and proliferation. Thus, TN-C modulation is a viable therapeutic method for treating GBM [26].

**Fibronectin modification:** Fibronectin is considered one of the most promising therapeutic targets in ECM, given its role in GBM. Functional causation is observed between the activation of fibronectin matrix assembly, FNMA, and increased tumor cell-to-cell cohesion with decreased dispersal [27]. Thus, activating FNMA can reduce dispersal and growth of primary GBM cells. Dexamethasone (Dex) treatment, which is routinely used to alleviate brain tumor-related edema, can activate FNMA and give rise to increased cell-cell cohesion and decreased capacity for dispersal. For glioma cells to disperse, they must be able to physically squeeze through pores created by astrocytes and undergo a shape change and nuclear deformation, which requires dramatic changes in cytoskeletal organization and in cellular mechanics. Dex treatment can impede this process. Administering agents that effectively increase cell-to-cell cohesion and impede cell motility after initial tumor resection may be able to effectively decrease the rate of tumor recurrence. Dex treatment that modifies fibronectin may be a potential therapy for GBM with a unique mechanism of action that physically alters a part of GBM ECM [28].

**Glioma invasion via CD44-HA interaction:** CD44 is a transmembrane receptor for HA that supports cell motility and promotes GBM progression and invasion. CD44 blocking antibody reduces tumor size in rats grafted with C6 glioma. Knockdown of CD44 in human GBM tumors slows tumor growth and makes tumors more susceptible to response to chemotherapeutic agents [29]. GBM cells engage HA by assembling “micro-tentacles” (McTNs) that are dynamic tubular protrusions and attach to the matrix through the CD44 receptor. CD44 is necessary for cell adhesion and the stability of McTN which allows GBM cells to invade HA-rich matrix. The IQGAP1/CLIP170 complex was found to be a cross linker of actin and microtubules in McTNs, and functionally loss of IQGAP1 disrupted CD44-mediated binding to HA and cell motility on HA, supporting a critical role of IQGAP1 in glioma cell motility. The components of McTNs may offer therapeutic targets to hinder migration of GBM cells [29].

**SPARCL1 modification:** SPARCL1 is a member of the SPARC (secreted, acidic and rich in cysteine) protein family, and is present in the ECM as a non-structural protein. In gliomas, SPARCL1 protein expression increases concomitant with tumor grade. SPARCL1 also serves as a mediator of the complex needed for the invasion-promoting effect of subventricular zone progenitor cells during infiltration of glioma cells [30]. Overexpression of SPARCL1 in GBM cancer stem cells enhanced both neo-angiogenesis and invasiveness in intracranial GBM xenografts. Interestingly, SPARCL1 also induced a recruitment of activated microglia or pro-tumorigenic M2 macrophages, which was accompanied by enhanced angiogenesis [31]. Therefore, SPARCL1 is a potential new target in the treatment of GBM.

**Matrix metalloproteinases modulation:** As with the case of oncolytic adenoviruses, oncolytic herpes simplex virus virotherapy of brain tumors can be limited by barriers like inadequate virus replication or poor virus distribution. A modified herpes simplex virus, armed with the ECM modifying protein matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 9, mediated an increased viral dissemination, thereby increasing antitumor effects of the virus. Moreover, Sette and colleagues combined MMP-9-mediated ECM modulation with receptor retargeting by making the virus bind to epidermal growth factor receptor rather than the cognate HSV entry receptors, resulting in increases in the spread of the virus and the antitumor activity [32].

ECM remodeling contributes to TMZ resistance in GBM. NFE2L2 is a transcription factor upstream of MMP-2, and can be inhibited by diosgenin. Combinatorial therapy of diosgenin and TMZ helped curb resistance and enabled the dosage reduction of TMZ. Diosgenin down-regulated NFE2L2, coupled with a promotion of apoptosis, offering a rationale for a new therapeutic approach [33].

**IRF3 suppresses glioma invasion:** Interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3) is a transcriptional repressor of pro-invasive ECM genes in GBM,
and can serve as an endogenous inhibitor of GBM invasion. Inhibition of casein kinase 2 (CK2), a negative regulator of IRF3, by CX4945 activated IRF3, downregulated the expression of ECM collagens, and suppressed GBM invasion. IRF3 also contributed to GBM suppression in a non-cell-autonomous way by mediating the production of type I interferons and interferon-stimulated genes by GBM cells, thus endowing the local microglia with anti-tumor functions. So IRF3 activation could serve as a promising therapeutic approach to GBM [34].

**HSP47 facilitates ECM modification:** HSP47 (serpin H1) serves as a molecular chaperone for collagen. It is significantly overexpressed in GBM and associated with tumor grade. Overexpression of HSP47 promoted primary glioma cell tumor formation, invasion, and angiogenesis. The overexpression of HSP47 promoted the TGF-β pathway in GBM, and blocking the TGF-β pathway overcame HSP47 induced tumorigenesis and stemness. Thus, the HSP47-TGF-β signaling pathway is a potential therapeutic target in GBM [35].

**Enzymatic breakdown of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans:** Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPG) are necessary for cell-to-cell and cell-ECM interactions and are implicated in glioma growth and invasion. Chondroitinase ABC is a bacterial enzyme that cleaves chondroitin sulfate disaccharide chains from the CSPGs in the tumor ECM. Chondroitinase ABC inhibited aggregation of glioma neurospheres, by disrupting CSPG-driven glioma cell-cell interaction. An oncolytic herpes simplex virus armed with a secreted, humanized version of Chondroitinase ABC that is stable and active in mammalian cells enhanced virus spread and glioma cell killing as well as sensitized glioma neurospheres to TMZ-induced apoptotic cell death. The virus expressing secreted humanized Chondroitinase ABC combined with TMZ increased therapeutic efficacy in intracranial GBM in mice [36].

**Drug therapies targeting ECM molecules and pathways**

**Lumefantrine:** ECM is involved in epithelial to mesenchymal transition, a process that is associated with the acquisition of resistance to radiation and TMZ, and failed GBM therapy. A critical crosswalk between heat shock proteins and MMPs (MMP-2 and MMP-9) is of prime significance for ECM remodeling and promotion of epithelial to mesenchymal like characteristics [37]. Heat shock proteins present a protein signature that is associated with GBM progression, and specifically HSPB1 is up-regulated in GBM and radiation/TMZ-resistant GBM. Inhibiting the transcription of HSPB1 inhibited ECM remodeling and affected epithelial to mesenchymal transition. The transcription factor Fli-1 mediated HSPB1 expression and had a great binding affinity for lumefantrine, an antimalarial drug. Subsequently, treatment with lumefantrine downregulated ECM remodeling proteins and epithelial mesenchymal transition cell markers, while up-regulated the apoptotic protein Bax, revealing the potential of lumefantrine as a therapeutic for GBM [38].

**Tetraarsenic oxide:** Tetraarsenic oxide is a trivalent arsenic compound that has potential anti-cancer and anti-angiogenic effects against gliomas. Tetraarsenic oxide decreased gelatinolytic activity of MMP-2 and membrane type 1 MMP expression, leading to inhibition of glioma cell proliferation and invasion. These effects were associated with the inhibition of Akt phosphorylation, downstream of PTEN. Further studies will need to determine the effective dose of tetraarsenic oxide necessary for optimal therapeutic effects [39].

**Hyaluronic acid nanoparticles:** The use of hydrogel nanoparticles, particularly HA as a naturally occurring polymer of ECM, has a great potential in improving the transport of drug molecules. Crosslinked HA nanoparticles encapsulating gadolinium-diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid, a widely used MRI contrast agent, and chemotherapeutic agent irinotecan were investigated. Active targeting of GBM cells are achieved by theranostic chemotherapeutic irinotecan decorated with angiopep-2, a targeting peptide interacting with low density lipoprotein receptor related protein-1 (LRP-1). Dual targeting is accomplished because LRP-1 is highly expressed on BBB and glioma cells. This peptide boosted selective uptake by human GBM cells and anti-tumor activity, making the nanoparticles an effective therapy [40].

**Conclusions**

The composition of the brain tumor ECM is complex and distinct from the ECM of healthy...
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brain tissue. A mounting body of research has elucidated the critical roles that the brain tumor ECM play in the pathogenesis of GBM, and proposed a variety of innovative approaches that aim to target components and pathways relevant to the GBM ECM to hamper tumor growth and reverse resistance to therapy. Many of them, however, are still at preclinical developmental stage. Future research efforts to refine and translate such strategies into clinical trials are essential, and might result in clinical therapeutic paradigms that help lives of patients with this devastating malignancy.
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